
 

 
Officially Presenting the Sandos Foundation  

 
 
March 28, 2019, Playa del Carmen.- The official presentation of the Sandos Foundation was              
held in an unprecedented event where civil associations, government institutions of Quintana            
Roo, and volunteers of the organization all gathered together to present this amazing campaign. 
 
The signing of the agreement between the State Secretary of Social Development, represented             
by Ms. Rocío Moreno, and the Sandos Foundation was made during the event. This agreement               
highlights the donation of inactive clothing and fabric materials from the Sandos hotels to the               
organization to be reused and recycled for the benefit of the community.  

 
 
The ceremony was held in Sandos Caracol and started at ten o'clock in the morning. The                
ceremony was chaired by Mr. Agustín Cortés, operations director of Sandos hotels in Mexico,              
as well as by Ms. Ismeraí Martínez, director of Sandos Foundation, and all of the directors from                 
each of the hotels in Mexico  
 
With emotional speeches, the objective of the Sandos Foundation was the main focus of the               
conversation. There was a talk of how it was born with the mission of helping the people                 
seeking assistance programs in health, education, and welfare; and the Foundation grows with             



 

the human need to improve the planet and the community in general. 
 

 
 

During the event, companies that have consistently and strongly supported the Sandos            
Foundation were also recognized, including Seek and Go, COE dental specialists and Hospiten.             
Also being recognized was the outstanding volunteers, for their neverending cooperation in            
each brigade and/or special event. 
 
Among Sandos Foundation's most recent projects is the launching of the "The Last Witnesses"              
tour that is promoted by the Sandos hotels, Seek and Go, and the Xyaat cooperative in the                 
community of Señor in Felipe Carrillo Puerto. 

 

With the support of this tour, in addition to promoting and recognizing the Mayan culture, it will                 
also benefit the aid programs and schools run by the Sandos Foundation.  
 
Download pictures and videos from the event here: http://bit.ly/2CJzOnn  

To know and learn more about all of the amazing programs and projects the Sandos Foundation                
has, visit: http://fundacionsandos.org and follow us on social media here: @FundacionSandos 

https://www.sandos.com/last-witnesses-tour-sandos
http://bit.ly/2CJzOnn
http://fundacionsandos.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Fundacion-Sandos-2139307926353104/


 

About the Sandos Foundation  
Sandos Foundation serves as a connector between Sandos Hotels & Resorts and society in general. Created to contribute to                   
ecological balance through actions of preservation, restoration and education that also promote sustainable social development on a                 
regional and community level. 
 
About Sandos Hotels & Resorts  
Sandos Hotels & Resorts is a young brand that has become a hotel industry leader, striving to offer memorable stays to every one of                        
its guests. Today, the company has a total of nine all-inclusive properties set among the best beach destinations in Spain and                     
Mexico with hotels for families and adults alike in search of an unbeatable vacation getaway.  
 
Contact:  
Xavier Ulloa  
+25 (984) 873 4444  
Ext. 10071 
marketing.mx@sandos.com 

 


